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Dealers worldwide

The market seems to be more active than ever! This is resulting in loads of nice projects of
which you can admire a couple in this magazine.
It is clear that the tendency to realise that design switches do have a important place in a
house or hotel is evolving rapidly!

Mrs. Melanie Peterson

We are proud to be part of the new prestigious hotel project in Knokke. La reserve will be
opening its doors soon and will be a hotel full of luxury and quality design in this mundane
city at the belgian coast. Our Immix switches will help to create this feeling. They have
chosen for the beautiful combination of Inox and Fusain!

Lithoss goes social networks
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Already our 3rd magazine!
It seems only yesterday that we decided to explore the possibilities of the modern
communication techniques and launched our first Lithoss magazine.

Opening new showroom
Spain
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Client in the picture
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Project in the spotlight (2)

IMMIX ... going chrome & fusain ...

IMMIX : La Reserve (Knokke - Belgium)
The mundane city Knokke, at the Belgian coast, is a new highlight richer! Lithoss is proud to be part of the new prestigious hotel
project “La Reserve” in Knokke. La Reserve is more than just a hotel, it’s a real statement. An impressive and subtile mix of refined
Luxury and a true state of modern art technology. The design, chosen by the architects for the 110 luxurious rooms, is a beautiful
IMMIX combination of fusain with brushed stainless steel. Printing was foreseen to make it as clear as possible for hotel guests.
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The hotel will open its doors very soon.

New Dealer Showroom Spain
On Thursday the 28th of April our new distributor in Spain Space Lighting has opened
its first brand new showroom in the heart of Barcelona centre.

The complete Space Lighting Team & commercial partners

The concept of the building was to find a perfect balance between showroom, light
center and offices. The final result is even better than expected due to the huge shopping windows and the spacious environment inside of the building.
At night a full color changing Led lighting system creates the right atmosphere.
If you happen to be Barcelona it’s worth a visit !
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Space Lighting
Showroom & Offices
C/Aribau, 225 (bajos)
Barcelona
T +34 93 200 42 00
F +34 93 636 99 00

Client in the picture : Holger Saeckel (Vienna - Austria)
Lithoss puts its clients, dealers, distributors always first. And when one of its distributors makes a big effort to introduce the
Lithoss products In his or her country, we want to pay extra attention to this in our magazine. Our client in the picture is Mr. Holger
Säeckel, distributor for Lithoss in Austria, who opened a showroom in the design heart of Vienna.
Luxurious Hotel meets Design center
Since 4 December 2010 is Vienna a Design Highlight richer : the Design center “stilwerk”. This design center Is located in a
completely new building designed by top architect Jean Novel. The tower offers more than 6000m² with more than 20 exclusive
shops with known and unknown brands spread over 4 floors. Stilwerk is already known for 14 years for Design, exclusive
decoration and lifestyle accessories worldwide because of the existing other stilwerk buildings in Hamburg, Berlin and Düsseldorf.
Because of the high attention to design, Lithoss fits perfectly in stilwerk, that attracts a national and international public.
There are often special events and fairs to put the shops and design products in the spotlight.
You can visit the showroom on following address :
stillwerk : Wien 1.OG, 1020-Wien, Praterstrasse 1
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Company Holger Säckel e.U.
T.: +43-1-9257836 - F.: +43-1-9250287 - M.: +43-699-11934759
E.: lithoss@chello.at

Project in the spotlight : Accoform Offices (Ardooie - Belgium)
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In Deinze Belgium, the accoform group has built new offices. The interior is very stylish and modern. With a beautiful view on the
lake the offices are very minimalistic in a white environment. To add a little touch of liveliness it was decided to opt for our Lithoss
Illume switches. The result is absolutely stunning!

visual.be

Project in the picture : Private house (Brugge - Belgium)
In the middle of the country side a unique house was build with very symmetrical architecture completed with attention to simple
details. Behind the classic front of the house, you find a very rustic interior, very contemporary. To create a serene athmosphere,
a lot of attention was paid to details. Authenticity was important without ignoring todays modern technology. Lithoss handmade
switches in an artisinal bronze finishing integrates perfectly within the style of this house. The result is a true diamond in the middle
of the country side in Flanders (Belgium).

Get your Lithoss project published!
Lithoss switches are already integrated in a lot of
prestigious and nice projects.
We would like to bundle these and put in each
Lithoss magazine a special project.
Mail us your high resolution pictures and we will
publish the best project in this magazine!

Give your car a lift.
Visit www.autolift.be for more information and view a demo video.

innovation in motion by

RDL CAR LIFTS
RDL Engineering has designed a car lift that can get your car quickly and safely from
one floor to the next especially for homes and apartment buildings with shared garages
that have limited access. RDL Engineering car lifts only need very limited space and
are made of strong, maintenance-friendly materials with reliable technological control
systems.

RDL Engineering nv - Ambachtenstraat 46 - 8870 Izegem (Belgium) - Tel: +32(0)51/31.35.24 - fax: +32(0)51/31.28.09 - info@rdl-engineering.com
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Product in the spotlight : KNX switch
Lithoss launches a basic yet versatile KNX/EIB version. The well known 24V pushbutton range (with or without LED’s) is now available in a KNX/EIB version. The pushbutton frames are delivered with a plug & play wired KNX/EIB pushbutton interface reducing
the installation time and cost to an absolute minimum. All buttons and LED’s can be separately programmed to their own specific
function using ETS software. Functions such as on/off, dimming control, up/down movement, scene’s, ... are only some of the
available possibilities. The optional white LED’s can also be programmed separately to offer even more personalized options.
Lithoss, together with Hager, was able to develop the KNX/EIB interface for a very reasonable price making the total concept of
Lithoss switch and interface very compatible in the global KNX/EIB application market.

Technical information

Mrs. Melanie Peterson
Lithoss welcomes a new member in the company : Miss Melanie Peterson. She will be responsible
for the German market. Lithoss is already represented in some parts of Germany but Melanie will
be responsible to set up a sales network in Germany. Melanie, born in Germany has twenty-five plus
years work experience as a Business Office Manager, Team Leader and Administrator along with her
organizational abilities, marketing know-how, international business expertise and work experience in
Europe, the United States and the Middle East.
You can contact Melanie on following telephone number : +32 (0)491 61 75 70
and on following email address : melanie@lithoss.com

Bus specification : TP (Twisted Pair) connection
Bus tension : 30VDC
LED : white
Ask our sales department for more technical specs and prices.

Lithoss goes social networks
Get the latest updates, by following us on community sites
Linked in and Facebook.
Facebook will be updated regularly with new pictures, news,
backstage pictures from our fairs, videos, exclusive previews on
projects, new distributors, …
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New dealers worldwide
Due to its constant growth in the worldwide market Lithoss is proud to announce the expansion of its dealers portfolio.
Space Lighting - Spain
Showroom & Offices C/Aribau, 225 (bajos)
Barcelona
T +34 93 200 42 00
F +34 93 636 99 00
slazaro@space-lighting.com
www.space-lighting.com
Young, innovative, multidisciplinary and versatile are the characteristics that best define Space Lighting. A new company that offers
unique lighting solutions for all those professionals who want to develop comprehensive architectural projects.
The distribution of international companies such as Lithoss, TAL, Molto Luce, Castaldi and Wibre, makes Space Lighting the perfect
partner for the implementation of technical and conceptual lighting design for both indoor and outdoor.
Luisance – Marocco
242 Bd Zerktouni
Casablanca
T+212 522 47 13 10
F+212 522 47 02 13
Rachida.laraki@gmail.com
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With two showrooms in Marrakech and Casablanca and the distribution of brands like Wever & Ducré, Lithoss,Arcluce, Iguzinni and
Targetti, Industrielight is one of the leading architectural lighting distributors in Marocco.
Thanks to the complementary of brands Industrie Light designs and supplies complete lighting solutions for any project application
possible.
El Mont – Slovakia
Udenarska C.5
080 01 Presov
T+421 517 717 711
el-mont@el-mont.sk
www.el-mont.sk
El Mont is active in the Slovakian market for more than 15 years. With 3 showrooms in Slovakia El Mont is represented all over the
country. They are exclusive distributor of a couple of home automation systems like Domintell and TV Link.
Next to the home automation systems El Mont is also active in LED technology as well as the distribution of high end switches and
sockets.

WHITE
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www.white-chrome.be

“Simplicity in design and use, in balance with space and interiors, brought together in a square of steel”

“Simplicity in design and use,
			 in balance with space and interiors,
brought together
			
in a square of steel”

100% design switches

Lithoss - designed switches
Rue de Bengalis 4
B - 7700 Mouscron
T +32 (0)56 48 15 70
F +32 (0)56 48 15 91
All data are in good faith and reflect our current knowledge; hence this can not be used against us.
The registered marks and all other rights, included pictures, are property of Lithoss. All rights reserved.

info@lithoss.com
www.lithoss.com

